
Mixed Doubles: A Romantic Affair By Arnica Butler The story takes a turn and we appear to have a
final ending or do we? Kindle Edition Will and Scarlett Green trilogyI have read all three in this
series and can recommend them to anyone who likes extremely erotic novels. The final Hotwife
scene was just ok and the final “confrontation“ between Will and the Bull didn’t ring true to me but
then again I’m not in the Bull Alessandro’s head, They are quite well written and full of suspenseful
plots that will keep you guessing! I read them back to back and found them difficult to put down, But
very naughty! Enjoy! Kindle Edition Another great read by Arnica Butler! This author has such a
wonderful and naughty imagination, The story continues as both Will and Scarlett become more
devious and self absorbed: She is addicted to sexual domination & hard dirty sex and he is addicted
to the cuckold angst and even the conclusion has a veneer of uncertainty: While this is the third
book in this series it does stand on its own, Notwithstanding Hotwife Scarlett’s attempts to hide her
indiscretions Will is entirely up to speed and perhaps a little ahead of Scarlett: In this installment
another couple is introduced to the action; Will’s boss Dan and his scheming wife Marie. The book
rolls along really well; Arnica is an excellent writer, If you like this genre of story with a plot and
interesting character development I think you’ll like this intriguing erotic tale, Kindle Edition

Will thought that Scarlett’s affair with her tennis instructor ended months ago but her strange
behavior makes him suspect otherwise: As evidence of Scarlett’s cheating mounts Will discovers that
he enjoys the thrill of Scarlett’s now very illicit affair: the casual lies the deleted texts the sneaking
around, But there is much more to Scarlett’s renewed affair with Alessandro than meets Will’s eyes
and she may be in way over her head. Is there any way to untangle the delicious mess Scarlett has
made while salvaging the trust in their marriage? Mixed Doubles: A Romantic Affair.
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Brought on by her audacious cheating. This is no longer an journey they are taking together. The
twists never stop coming.

A Must read series. It’s written from the cuckold husband “Will’s” perspective. As a result the sex is
spirited and the anxiety high. However I found the conclusion a little weak


